The summary script of tutorial video for keychain crochet
souvenir of Pempek Pistel

Hello everyone, Im Wiwin form Polytechnic of sriwijaya and Im english department student.
Today I am going to show you how to make crochet souvenir of Palembang traditional food.
Especially, for keychain crochet souvenir like this.
There are four kind of Palembang traditional food that I will show you. The first is Pempek
Pistel like this, and then the second one is Pempek Telok, and next is about Lumpang Cake,
and the last is about Sekayo Cake.
So, in this tutorial video, I will tell you the general information first, the tools, the materials
and also the stitches that i used in this tutorial video.
Ok, just go on to make the first keychain crochet souvenir of Pempek Pistel.
Pempek Pistel is the kinds of Pempek that is made by fish and sago. Pempek Pistel is filled
with papaya slice and people in Palembang usually eat this food with sauce or it is called as
Cuko. So guys , you’ve already know about this food.
Now, we can continue to start making keychain crochet souvenir of Pempek Pistel first and
then after that we continue to make the second one is Pempek Telok.
The first thing that you do is prepare the tools and the material. Such as
Crochet tools , I use crochet hook size 2.5 mm, and then scissor it used for cutting yarn,
trimming, pompoms,etc and keep the scissors in safety case. And then we need Tapestry
needle, a blunt-pointed tapestry needle is used for sewing seams. And also we need white
loca cotton yarn because the color of pempek is white. After that we need a stitch marker like
this, or you can use a clip or short cutting yarn.in this tutoril i only use short cutting yarn.
And the last also we need polyester fiberfill whichis available in many craft shop, just take it
a little bit at a time and stuff your crochet souvenir with it.
The stitch that I use in this tutorial is sc, dec, inc, and dc, treble. So we have 4 kinds of
stitches.

So guys, now we can continue to make the first tutorial or the first step. We will start by
making magic circle it used for your working round or it is magic because you can use this
end of the yarn after you have done your first round. So with this end of the yarn, just hold it
over your finger like this, end then just cross it over your finger and insert your hook
underneath of the yarn and then grab the yarn and then pull ith through to that look like this.
so now take it your finger, and we can see our magic circle here.
And we can continue with working 6 single crochet (sc), but this stitch does not count as
stitch because we are going to work with sc. So we will have to make 6 sc of the 1st round.
So just work your sc, insert your hook, yarn over and then pull it through the loop like this, so
here is the first sc of the first round. Work sc like this until you got 6 sc. 1,2, 3, 4,5, we can
count 12345 and the last. Ok, now we can continue to pull it the end of the yarn, just pull so
tightly. So guys, we can see the hole disappear so now we can continue to the next round just
insert your hook like this and then yo and then pull it through so now we’ve made first sc of
second round. In this section just add our stitch marker or short cutting yarn to mark
beginning of our crochet. So now I just use short cutting yarn like this, just insert your hook,
and then take the short cutting yarn, brown local cotton yarn. You may add stitch marker to
mark your beginning of crochet or just use short cutting yarn. Like this. Insert the short
cutting yarn and then pull it through. Do this into every beginning of your round.
Continue to make sc or increase two times in the same place to make it wider than the 1st
round and do it into each chain stitches. So just continue to make the second round by
making sc two times or it is called increase. And you will have 12 sts (the pattern is inc or
sc.sc )
And then, do sc, and then inc, so you will have 18 sts over this round. (sc.inc)
Next for the 4th round, we make 2 next sc sts and inc. So u will have 24 sts (sc.sc.inc)
The 5th round create 3 next sc sts and then work inc. Just do this all the way around untill
you have 30 sts (sc x3. Inc)
So for the first 6th the pattern is work 4 next st of sc, always do it all the way along. So u will
have 36 sts (scx4)
And go to the 7th round and you will have 42 sts around (scx5, inc)

Next in the 8th round work 5 sc into 5 next chain sts and then work inc as usual. The total is
48 sts. (scx6, inc)
You have to continue the next round with sc all the way around until 13th round, and I will
turn off my camera and show you the crochet till the 13th. And you may also pause the video
and continue your work of sc into every chain sts.
So guys, here is the total of the 8th round till the 13th round. We have 48 sts for this round.
For the next step we will do Dc, it is taller than sc to create the edge of Pempek Pistel.
Making 2 chain as your first of dc, and then skip two sts, and insert the hook into the next
chain from front to th back. And yarn over hook and pull it through the chain st, and u will
have 3 loops on your hook. yo again and pull the hook through two of the loops on the hook.
you’ll now have two loops remaining the hook.
And then yo and pull it through remaining two loops. And now you have completed a dc nd
have one loop on the hook.
After that just yo hook, insert the hook into next chain st. And just repeat this step to make
additional dc stitches.
So in this round, you will have 21 dc into every chain sts
In this step, before you’ve done your 21 dc of 14th round. Just stop your working in the 16th
dc, and stuf the polyester fiberfill or other similar material like this. and you can get this in
every craft shop.
After stuffing the polyfiberfill, if you have already completed your 21 dc and then just sl st in
the last chain st, and cut the tail of the yarn using scissors, then just sew it into the body of
your crochet with needle tapestry until you bring out the yarn through the top corner side of
your crochet.
Now continue to the last round with making 3 chain st, and then insert the hook into the next
chain from front to th back. And yarn over hook and pull it through the chain st, and u will
have 4 loops on your hook. yo again and pull the hook through two of the loops on the hook.
you’ll now have three loops remaining the hook.
And then yo and pull it through remaining two loops. You will have 2 loops reamining and
yo hook and pull the hook through remaining two loops .And now you have completed a dc
nd have one loop on the hook.

After that insert your hook into the next st and then bring th working yarn from behind to the
hook over the top. And catch the yarn in the crook of the hook and pull it trhough the chain
st.
Next just repeat treble crochet and then sl st. So you will have 10 treble, and after you have
completed them.
Just work sl st like that, and then cut the tail of the yarn using scissor, and the take the needle
tapestry, insert the yarn, and sew it into the body of crochet and then you can cut the end of
the yarn.
And if you want to package your souvenir nicely, you may use plastic and then add some
rope/metal accessories.
So guys, now u have your keychain crochet souvenir of Pempek Pistel.

The summary script of tutorial video for keychain crochet souvenir of Pempek Telok
In this tutorial im going to show you how to make keychain crochet souvenir of Pempek
telok.
Let’s start to make the second one of keychain crochet souvenir of Pempek Telok.
Just use the tools that we have made before in makin Pempek Pistel.
The stitch that I use in this tutorial is sc, dec, inc, and dc, treble. So we have 4 kinds of
stitches.
Let’s begin by making a magic cricle like my previous video.
Grab the white local cotton yarn. After that put it on your finger, like this. and then insert
your hook underneath the first piece of yarn. And then pull the yarn up and take off your

finger. And now you have your magic circle. If you still do not clear,you can watch my
previous video.
This stitch doesn not count as stitch because we are going to work with sc. So we have to
make 6 sc of the 1st round.
Work your sc, insert your hook, yarn over and then pull it through the loop, do this until you
got 6 sc. After that connect this right side to the left, just insert your hook at the fisrt chain st
of your first sc and then yarn over , pull it through the loop. So here is the first of our sc for
the 1st round.
You may add stitch marker to mark your beginning of crochet or just use short cutting yarn.
Like this. Insert the short cutting yarn and then pull it through. Do this into every beginning
of your round.
Begin the second round by crocheting inc or sc 2 times in the same place to make it wider
than the 1st round and do it into each chain st. So you will have 12 sts (the pattern is inc or
sc.sc )
And then, do sc, and then inc, so you will have 18 sts over this round. (sc.inc)
Next for the 4th round, we make 2 next sc sts and inc. So u will have 24 sts (sc.sc.inc)
The 5th round create 3 next sc sts and then work inc. Just do this all the way around untill
you have 30 sts (sc x3. Inc)
And go to the 6th round working with sc into each chain st and do it until 11th round (30 sts)
I will turn off my camera as always and show you the crochet till the 11th. And you may also
pause the video and continue your work of sc into every chain sts.
So guys, here is the total of the 6th round till the 11th round. We have 30 sts for this round.
For the next step we will do Dc, it is taller than sc to create the top edge of Pempek Telok.
Work dc like me wade the previous video of Pempek Pistel.
Making 2 chain as your first of dc, and then skip two sts, and insert the hook into the next
chain from front to th back. And yarn over hook and pull it through the chain st, and u will
have 3 loops on your hook. yo again and pull the hook through two of the loops on the hook.
you’ll now have two loops remaining the hook.

And then yo and pull it through remaining two loops. And now you have completed a dc nd
have one loop on the hook.
After that just yo hook, insert the hook into next chain st. And just repeat this step to make
additional dc stitches.
So in this round, you will have28 dc. 3 dc at the beginning and the last chain st. In the middle
round just do two dc into eaach st.
In this step, before you’ve done your 28 dc of 12th round. Just stop your working in the 20th
dc, and stuf the polyester fiberfill or other similar material like this. and you can get this in
every craft shop.
After stuffing the polyfiberfill, if you have already completed your 28 dc and then just sl st in
the last chain st, and cut the tail of the yarn using scissors, then just sew it into the body of
your crochet with needle tapestry until you bring out the yarn through the bottom of your
crochet.
We have done our last round, crocheting Pempek Telok is easier than Pempek Pistel because
we do not need to use treble in this crochet souvenir.
And so if you want to package your souvenir nicely, you may use plastic and then add some
rope/metal accessories.
So guys, now u have your keychain crochet souvenir of Pempek Telok.

The summary script of tutorial video for keychain crochet souvenir of Lumpang Cake

In this tutorial is about Lumpang Cake. This cake usually serves with desiccated coconut that
adding with salt and then it is steamed. The name is taken by the form of Lumpang in Bahasa
Indonesia and it is called Lumpang because in the middle form of this cake is like Lumpang.
The texture of Lumpang cake is tender and soft and for the taste is sweet.
Now just go on to the step of how making this cute and unique souvenir. For your
information this is a very first crochet souvenir of Lumpang Cake in Palembang Indonesia.
Begin by making a magic cricle. It is used for your working rounds and it is magic because
you can use this end after you’ve done your first 1 round.
With this end of the yarn just hold it over your hand like this, grabbing the wroking end of the
yarn. And just cross it over your finger like this
And hold the working end of yarn back here and dont do that tightly because we need to get
in under this first piece of yarn here,
And then grabbing that end of the yarn, we’re going to pull that underneath and being that up
and then with the working end of the yarn, wrap ur yarn under the hook and draw it through
that loop.
Take it off your finger and there’s your magic ring.
This stitch doesn not count as stitch because we are going to work with sc. So we have to
make 6 sc of the 1st round.

Work your sc, insert your hook, yarn over and then pull it through the loop, do this until you
got 6 sc. After that connect this right side to the left, just insert your hook at the fisrt chain st
of your first sc and then yarn over , pull it through the loop. So here is the first of our sc for
the 1st round.
You may add stitch marker to mark your beginning of crochet or just use short cutting yarn.
Like this. Insert the short cutting yarn and then pull it through. Do this in every beginning of
your round.
Begin the second round by crocheting inc or sc 2 times in the same place to make it wider
than the 1st round and do it into each chain st. So you will have 12 sts (the pattern is inc or
sc.sc )
And then, do sc, and then inc, so you will have 18 sts over this round. (sc.inc)
Next for the 4th round, we make 2 next sc sts and inc. So u will have 24 sts (sc.sc.inc)
The 5th round create 3 next sc sts and then work inc. Just do this all the way around untill
you have 30 sts (sc x3. Inc)
So now for the 6th round untill the 12th round. Just do 30 sc into each st all the way around.
(30 sts)
You have to continue the next round with sc and dec becasue it is used for decreasing your
crochet size. Okay now, you can continue working sc until the 12th, I will turn off my camera
and show you the crochet till the 12th.
So guys, here is the total of our 12th round. We have 30 sts for this round. For the next step
just
Do sc into the next of 3 sts, and then work dec. By working 2 stitches have to be worked
together, by leaving the last loop of each stitch on the hook then working them off together.
Like this
So now just go on it all the way around, 3 sc and then dec. So u will have (24 sts)
Next to the 14th round work sc in the next 2 sts, and then dec, just do it just like the previous
round. so u will have (18 sts)
The next 15th round work sc 1 and then dec, such as the previous round too. Then you will
have (12 sts)

In this step, after you’ve done your 15th round. Just stop your working, and stuf the polyester
fiberfill or other similar material liki this. and you can get this in every craft shop.
16th round just work sc into each sts all the way around untill the 18 round. and the last just
sl st all sts to make it looks like Lumpang that has a small hole in the middle of the cake. And
the to finish your souvenir,you have to sew the last step of your crochet using tapestry
neeedle.
Insert your yarn and then pull it through the hole of the needle.
Sew it nicely like this. and for the last, sew it into your crochet body to fasten off.
And I have the woll white yarn as the topping of Lumpang Cake that it is from dessicated
coconut. Just sew chain sts like this all the way around for 2 rounds of the top. And the last
add the keychain near to the topping itself.
If you want to package your souvenir nicely, you may use plastic and then add some rope
accessories.
So guys, now u have your keychain crochet souvenir of Lumpang Cake. The taste of
Palembang traditional food.

The summary script of tutorial video for keychain crochet souvenir of Sekayo Cake

Sekayo Cake

In this tutorial is about Sekayo Cake. The form of this cake is quite same like Lumpang cake,
but sekayo has no the hole in the middle of the top cake. And for the color is also different
from thefirst one. It has green color as pandan leaves and white color as sticky rice. The taste
is as sweet as Lumpang. And the main ingredient is from egg, sugar, and amount of flour.
Okay, now I will show you how to crochet sekayo cake souvenir.
The tools that you have to prepare is the same like Lumpang cake, but you have to add white
woll yarn, so u have 2 colors of yarn to be used.
Now just go on to the step of how making this pretty souvenir.
Always begin by making magic. Like I’d said before It is used for your working rounds and
it is magic because you can use this end after you’ve done your first round.
Grab the white woll because we will make the bottom first as sticky rice of sekayo cake.
After that put it on your finger, like this. and then insert your hook underneath the first piece
of yarn. And then pull the yarn up and take off your finger. And now you have your magic
circle.
As always this stitch doesn’t count as stitch because we are going to work with sc. So we
have to make 6 sc of the 1st round.
Work your sc, insert your hook, yarn over and then pull it through the loop, do this until you
got 6 sc. After that connect this right side to the left, just insert your hook at the fisrt chain st
of your first sc and then yarn over , pull it through the loop. So here is the first of our sc for
the 1st round.
As usual you may add stitch marker to mark your beginning of crochet or just use short
cutting yarn. Like this. Insert the short cutting yarn and then pull it through. Do this in every
beginning of your round.
Just begin the second round by crocheting inc or sc two times in the same place to make it
wider than the 1st round and do it into each chain st. So you will have 12 sts (the pattern is
inc or sc.sc )
And then, do sc, and then inc, so you will have 18 sts over this round. (sc.inc)
Next for the 4th round, we make 2 next sc sts and inc. So u will have 24 sts (sc.sc.inc)

The 5th round create 3 next sc sts and then work inc. Just do this all the way around untill
you have 30 sts (sc x3. Inc)
In this step is the same like we made Lumpang cake at the beginning but we only add one
more round.
So for the first 6th the pattern is work 4 next st of sc, always do it all the way along. So u will
have 36 sts (scx4)

So now for the 7th round untill the 10th round and just do 36 sc into each st all the way
around (36 sts) after that we change the next color yarn that is green as pandan leaves itself.
Do sc again until 14 th round. And u will have 36 sts.
Okay now, you can continue working sc until the 14th, I will turn off my camera and show
you the crochet till the 14th round.
As you can see we’ve done the 14th round. We have 36 sts for this round.
So for the 15th round now we do dec again like the previous one. So u have to continue the
next round with sc and dec becasue it is used for decreasing your crochet size.
For the next 15th round just do sc into the next of 3 sts, and then work dec. By working 2
stitches have to be worked together, by leaving the last loop of each stitch on the hook then
working them off together. Like this
So now just do it all the way around, 3 sc and then dec. So u will have (24 sts)
Next to the 16th round work sc in the next 2 sts, and then dec, just do it just like the previous
round. so u will have (3 x sc, inc18 sts)
In this step, after you’ve done your 16th round. Just stop your working, and stuf the polyester
fiberfill or other similar material like this. and you can get this stufff in every craft shop.
We continue to the next 17th round work sc 1 and then dec, such as the previous round too.
Then you will have (2 x sc, inc 12 sts)
And for the 18th round work dec all the way around so u will have 6 round like the first
beginnign round and the last make a slip stitch (6sts)

After that,continue to the last round just sew with sl st using tapestry neeedle.
Insert your yarn and then pull it through the hole of the needle.
Sew it nicely like this. and for the last, sew it into your crochet body to fasten off.
And the then add the keychain on the middle of crochet top.
If you want to package your souvenir become nicely, you can use this plastic and add some
accessories of metal rope accesories or others.
So guys, this is the end of tutorial video of keychain crochet souvenir.
Okay, I think that’s all for my tutorial video of Palembang traditional food crochet souvenir
and I hope that you can enjoy this tutorial of video and thank you for watching, see you !

